
CLOUDLOGIX CHANNEL
PARTNER PROGRAM:

SUPPORT YOUR SALES STRATEGY 
AND GROW REVENUE THROUGH 

OUR SUPPLY CHAIN PLATFORM
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Delays. Disruptions. Communication waste. These have been common themes in the supply chain since 

the COVID-19 pandemic, leading to rising costs for companies that operate in supply chain and logistics.

Your customers are looking for a solution to streamline and simplify their supply chain so that they can flip 

the story around. What would it look like for your customers to achieve on-time shipments, become more 

resilient against disruptions, and support effective communication across the entire supply chain?

We offer a clear path forward through our CloudLogix supply chain platform. Our platform can be the all-

in-one that manages the entire supply chain for your customers, or it can serve as a bolt-on solution that 

centralizes supply chain data and communication.

CloudLogix understands the critical gaps that can often affect the sales strategy for each of our valued 

partners. With our top-notch Channel Program and expertise, we work to integrate into your sales strategy, 

while also providing your customer base with a best-of-breed solution.



WHAT IS THE CLOUDLOGIX
CHANNEL PARTNER PROGRAM?

The CloudLogix Channel Partner Program is designed for technology and channel partners to leverage our 

supply chain management platform that is simple to use and the best of its kind. Partners gain exclusive 

access to sales and marketing go-to-market knowledge and collateral resources to accelerate your sales 

revenue and increase profitability.

We understand that you likely have a multi-prong approach to selling software solutions to your custom-

ers. Through our partner program, we step into your sales strategy to augment your current offering to 

customers. We focus on understanding the goals and needs of your customers so that we can identify clear 

openings to fill gaps and enhance your offering.

We view this as an opportunity to form a strong alliance. We want to make sure that our platform aligns 

with your sales strategy to deliver the right solution for your customers. There are many unique ways that 

we can fill gaps for your customers.

HOW THE CLOUDLOGIX PLATFORM 
ENHANCES YOUR CURRENT OFFERING

The CloudLogix platform integrates with the software platforms and tools that your customers are already 

using. We support SAP, Oracle, and Microsoft partners by easily fitting into your current landscape.

We offer the flexibility of offering a full software suite  

addition for your customers or complementing the current 

features and functionality in these platforms to enhance 

supply chain management, visibility, and communication.

For example, for SAP partners, we can step in to provide invoicing audits of your customers’ FedEx and UPS 

shipments to identify wasteful spending, hidden costs, and improvement opportunities. Essentially, suppose 

one of your customers is not using features or functionality that could support their business. In that case, 

we can enter the scene delivering an add-on through our platform that will complete their skillset.

On the other end of the scale, you may have customers that need a complete solution. The CloudLogix 

platform has complete supply chain management capabilities to run the entire supply chain.
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For example, your customers could be using an ERP system that does not offer supply chain functionality. 

We can fill this space by offering a flexible solution that will take their existing business data, blend it with 

supply chain data, and provide leaders with end-to-end visibility into supply chain performance while  

enhancing communication with supply chain partners.

Whether your customers need us a little or a lot, we offer the flexibility to support any type of platform that 

you offer to customers. The CloudLogix platform can accept data from just about any source and translate 

it into a workable format that is more easily leveraged across supply networks.

Consider how we support the specific needs of technology and channel partners, enhancing your sales mix.

How We Support Technology Partners
We provide dedicated solutions for SaaS companies and independent software vendors (ISVs) by delivering 

new supply chain capabilities that you can offer to your customers. You can also enhance your existing 

technological capabilities by adding the CloudLogix platform into your current software offering.

Given that our platform integrates with SAP, Oracle, and the full Microsoft suite, our team of technical  

experts can quickly identify what is required for our platform to integrate with yours. By accelerating the 

speed of integration, we help you quickly fill the gap or need for your customers so that they can start  

realizing the benefits of our platform to optimize their supply chain.

We are confident in our software offering because it blends technical and supply chain expertise. The team 

that built the platform knows technology, software, and logistics. They have sat in the same chairs that your 

customers are currently sitting in and truly understand the challenges of the industry.

Our collective experience has enabled us to build and deliver a technically sound and supply chain- 

specific software solution that you and your customers can be confident in.



How We Support Channel Partners
We support VARs (value-added resellers), MSSP providers, and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) companies 

by extending the catalog of offerings to your customers. We offer the opportunity to refer or re-sell the 

CloudLogix platform to your customers that need supply chain solutions to support their company.

We understand that channel partners have evolved from just selling a product. You’re looking for opportu-

nities to meet emerging needs in established industries – such as supply chain and logistics – but you need 

a reliable partner that offers the right solution to meet the right need in the market.

We are that partner. And if you are supply chain-focused, then we can build a great alliance providing you 

with a solution that is not overly complex like SAP but still fills a need for your target customers. Our goal 

is to gain clarity about who you are targeting, where you are looking to grow from a regional perspective, 

and how you would like to grow revenue.

Additionally, by expanding your portfolio of offerings to customers, you are not so dependent on customer 

acceptance or preference toward one platform. For example, some customers might decide to move away 

from SAP or Oracle because of disruptions, cloud migration issues, or data center problems. If this is the 

case, we can still support your customers’ supply chain no matter the platform they use because of our 

integration expertise.

Through the CloudLogix Channel Partner program, we become a reliable member of your team, helping 

you adapt to changes in the market. You benefit from leveraging our supply chain expertise that enables 

you to deliver the best solution to your customers.

OUR EXPERTISE SUPPORTING 
TECHNOLOGY AND CHANNEL PARTNERS

Collectively, our team has 25+ years of channel program experience. We understand what benefits each 

partner that we engage. We also focus on building relationships so that we walk hand-in-hand with our 

partners to ensure that you gain the most benefit from the program.

Consider two key ways this plays out in our Channel Partner Program.

 Client relationship development. We have the proven ability to develop and manage critical VP 

  and C-level relationships in the channel environment while working hard to position your customers to 

  overcome existing market challenges.

Through our alliance, we support you every step of the way, providing you with the resources you need to 

convey the value of our platform to solve supply chain and logistics problems for your customer.

 Strategy development and execution. We have a repeatable, predictable history of delivering 

  revenue growth for our clients by focusing on long-term business goals and short-term initiatives.



We take the time to understand your customers’ immediate priorities that absolutely need to be addressed 

right now and what is coming up 5-10 years on the horizon that could impact the organization’s long-term 

viability. We seek to strategically balance these needs so that we can arm you with the ideal solution to offer 

to your customers.

The end result is better results for you and your company supporting your goals.

BENEFITS OF JOINING OUR 
CHANNEL PARTNER PROGRAM

When you join our Channel Partner Program, we take an active role in supporting your sales strategy. 

Consider what you gain access to:

 A complete strategy and plan to ensure that everyone is on the same page.

 Technology integrations that support what your customers are doing in real-time.

 A dedicated CloudLogix representative serving as a single point of contact.

 Portal that includes sales leads, contracts, and communication with your CloudLogix rep.

 360 degrees of visibility into each opportunity to track activity working sales leads.

 A full onboarding process for you and other team members.

 Training sessions to help familiarize you and your team with the CloudLogix platform.

 Marketing and sales collateral to support your conversations with customers.

 Live reports and metrics tracking progress toward monthly, quarterly, and annual goals.

 KPIs tracking revenue growth from period to period to ensure continual success.

 Regular meetings with our team to refine the program and implement enhancements.

We make it easy for partners to join our program through seamless integration. Then, we turn our attention 

to increasing your sales cycle ROI by providing you with everything you need to track progress and growth. 

We put this level of detail into our program so that you and your customers benefit from our robust Cloud-

Logix platform that streamlines the supply chain.

When you need a partner that has been there, done that, and built a software solution to simplify the sup-

ply chain, turn to CloudLogix. Let’s work together to provide your customers with a flexible, reliable, and 

modern supply chain solution that will solve their challenges, create cost savings, and continue to meet their 

needs for years to come.

CONTACT US TODAY TO FURTHER DISCUSS THIS ONE-OF-A-KIND OPPORTUNITY 
TO JOIN THE CLOUDLOGIX CHANNEL PARTNER PROGRAM.

Corilynn Bailey
SVP, Global Sales & Alliances

corilynn.bailey@cloudlogix.com • 866-262-4618


